HORRY COUNTY SWA
CARPET RECYCLING

TIMELINE

- Begin looking into C&D Recycling Programs late 2010.
- Decision made for C&D Recycling October 2011.
- Glen Odom from Wellman Plastics visits site early 2012. Glen gives thorough review of the process and requirements.
- Building Complete & Equipment On-Site April 2012.
- Customer/Hauler Meeting—C&D Recycling April 2012.
- HCSWA begins C&D Recycling May 2012.
- May 2012 Wellman Plastics places trailer on site.
CUSTOMER/HAULER MEETING

C&D Recycling Customer Procedures

- Hours of Operation 7:00 A.M. to 3:00 P.M.
- Monday thru Friday
- Material to be processed:
  - Cardboard
  - Wood
  - Metal
  - Plastics
  - Carpet
- We want to process loads that contain at least 40% of the above materials.

CUSTOMER INCENTIVES

- 18% LESS DISPOSAL COST--$21.50/TON
  C&D GATE RATE--$26.50/TON

- PRODUCTIVITY—AVERAGE 4 MINUTES PER LOAD FASTER THAN VS. C&D SITE

- COMPETITIVE EDGE
TRACK HOE FOR SEPARATING

SEPARATED CARPET
LOADING CARPET

HAULED BY WELLMAN PLASTICS
WORKING WITH WELLMAN

- PICK-UPS NORMALLY 24-48 HOURS
- ALL TRUCKS WEIGHED FOR TONNAGE
- 15 TONS PER LOAD MINIMUM

SEPARATED PADDING
SOUTHEASTERN PLASTICS RECOVERY
PADDING STORAGE

CHALLENGES

- AVAILABLE LABOR
- OUTSIDE CONDITIONS
- AMOUNT OF COMMERCIAL CARPET
  No More Than 10% per Load
BENEFITS

- SAVED AIRSPACE
- BETTER OVERALL COMPACTION
- WORKFACE CONDITIONS

FY 2014 GOAL

1,000,000 LBS

YEAR-TO-DATE:
932,680 LBS.
PROGRAM TOTALS

- CARPET  697.15 TONS
- PADDING  142.86 TONS
- TOTAL   840.01 TONS

1,680,020 lbs.

LANDFILL SPACE SAVED

Estimated Class 2 Airspace Saved

8 DAYS

$60,874.80 Additional Revenue
QUESTIONS